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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
RIVES PARTICIPATES IN SUMMER SCHOOL CONFERENCE 
March 21, 1989 
CHARLESTON, IL.--Eastern Illinois University President Dr. Stan 
Rives played a key role in the recent North Central Conference on 
Swruner Schools in Chicago. This year's theme was "The Swruner School 
Mission: Defining our Purpose; Charting our Future." 
Rives and Elmhurst College President Dr. Ivan Frick gave 
presentations on "The Mission of the Swruner Session--The President's 
View." 
Rives gave his talk from the perspective of a multi-purpose 
university, while Frick's perspective was that of an independent 
liberal arts college. 
-more-
ADD 1/1/1/1 RIVES 
They discussed ways the summer session contributes to the 
institutional image and how summer school is an integral part of the 
college/university program. 
Rives focused on the relationship of the summer program to the 
University's mission and on some innovative summer programming concepts 
at Eastern. 
"Summer school plays an important part on our campus in carrying 
out the mission of the University, especially the University's efforts 
to develop broadly educated, responsible citizens who are prepared to 
serve and to lead in a free society," Rives said. 
He said Eastern's summer program attempts to provide for both 
academic and administrative innovation in the practical business of 
providing for the needs of a varied student body. 
"Adaptable and flexible in its programming patterns, summer school 
quite possibly is that segment of the University most responsive to new 
directions in higher education. At the same time this creative, 
pragmatic response can be accomplished without sacrifice to the quality 
of the academic program," Rives said. 
"Like most presidents with limited resources, I'm interested in the 
cost-effectiveness of the institution. One way of reducing the 
institution's operational costs is by more fully utilizing campus 
facilities during summer months. Compared to 10 years ago, our 
facilities are more fully used during the summer, particularly from 
mid- to late-afternoon as well as evenings and weekends," he added. 
He said quality control of instruction is important to the primary 
mission of the University, stating that summer surveys conducted on 
Eastern's campus demonstrate that a very high percentage of students 
feel that the quality of their summer educational experience is equal 
to or greater than during the regular academic year. 
-more-
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Rives cited some innovative, special programs at Eastern including 
a flexible summer calendar with a four-week intersession and concurrent 
eight- and five-week sessions; a summer theme that helps the University 
focus on key societal concerns; and thematic workshops and lectures 
presented by Distinguished Visiting Professors. 
The conference is held annually for institutional members of the 
North Central Conference on Summer Schools from a 17-state region that 
coincides with the North Central Accreditation Association, according 
to Dr. Charles Switzer, Director of Eastern's Summer School. 
Other highlights of the conference included presentations by other 
public and private university administrators on the topics of 
professional development, desktop publishing and programmatic successes 
and failures. 
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